Scavenger Hunt
Questions
1) There are Zoo Manners to
keep in mind when visiting the
Saskatoon Forestry Farm Park &
Zoo. Can you name three?
2) What kind (species) of
monkeys live at the zoo?
3) How many toes are there on
each foot of a Domestic Goat?
4) What is on top of the old
barn?
5) Name two animals that do not
come from North America.
6) Where do our bobcats, get
their name?
7) Do Dingoes usually bark?
8) Approximately how many
quills are on a porcupine’s back?
9) What is the favourite food of
the Canada Lynx?
10) Which of the following
animals hatch from eggs?
a) Frog
b) Mouse
c) Dinosaur
d) Eagle
e) Butterfly
f) Snake
11) An animal that eats plants is
a(n)?
a) Omnivore
b) Carnivore
c) Herbivore

12) Why are Poison Dart Frogs
not poisonous at the Zoo?

23) What is a male sheep
called?

13) Why are our raptors, like the
Snowy Owl, currently off-exhibit?

24) I have smooth wet skin and
four legs. My babies must live in
water, but I can live on land.
What am I?

14) What is the largest land
animal in North America?
15) What is the Poison Dart
Frogs’ habitat?

25) Why do meerkats have black
around their eyes?
26) Can Bison swim?

16) What is the fastest land
animal in North America? How
fast can it run?
17) Do female Caribou or
Reindeer have antlers?
18) Where do most of the wild
cichlids live?
19) Name an extirpated animal
found at the Saskatoon Zoo.
(Extirpated means that the
species has been wiped out in a
certain area, but may still exist
elsewhere).
20) Deer antlers are made of
which substance? (wood, bone,
plastic, rock)
21) How many different coat
colours of Fallow deer do you
see in the enclosure?
22) Wapiti is a Shawnee word
for the North American Elk.
What does it mean?

27) What sense is poor on a
Bison?
28) Species at risk are animals
that are threatened with
extinction. We have several
animals at risk at the Saskatoon
Zoo. Can you name two of
them?
29) Some animals like to blend
in with their surroundings. What
is this "blending in" called?
30) Name three carnivores at
the Saskatoon Zoo.
31) What does the Snow
Leopard use its tail for?
32) Both male and female sheep
have horns (although the
female’s horns are usually
smaller). Can you find a species
of sheep in which the females do
NOT have horns?

33) The Saskatoon Forestry
Farm Park and Zoo has two
Brown Bears on display. In
North America, Brown Bears are
also known as what type of
bear?
34) Are Brown Bears native to
Saskatchewan?
35) What is a group of Meerkats
called?

